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The word “ blip “is onomatopoeic. In electronics, it signifies a spot of light, usually accompanied by a sound on a radar screen, 

indicating the position of an invisible plane, submarine or such. In Swedish, “ blipp”; in Finnish, “ plipaus”; in Spanish, “pitido”. 

In my poem “Blip” in Irish, published in 1987, I joined astronauts on a voyage of discovery, a search for who we are. Looking 

back at our receding world, hoping to avoid cosmic boulders, parallel Earth-bound mathematical discoveries become blurred: 

pyramids, cathedrals shrink to new configurations, indecipherable, needing some kind of  “pocket Rosetta Stone”, a reincarnate 

Champollion, to crack the code. By coincidence, the solar- powered European Space Agency comet-probe, launched in 2004, 

17 years after my poem, was named “Rosetta”, put to “sleep” to save energy and, according to the BBC website, reawoken in 

January 2014, at the time my 1987 poem with “Rosetta” was reawoken with our Gaelscoil “Blip” project! My Irish “astronaut” 

was on a “bóthar conaire matamaiticiúla”, “meaning a “mathematical path” or “Pádraic Ó Conaire” who probed Ireland in a 

book in Irish, “M’Asal Beag Dubh”, on a cart drawn by a little black donkey.

The history of humanity can be summed up as the quest to reduce complexity to simplicity, to an algorithm, to achieve the 

maximum result with a minimum of energy, the origin of economics: in Greek, “the laws of our dwelling place or home”.

Le  Verrier discovered Neptune through maths, with a pencil! From the wheel to the atom. Our Earth becomes a blipping 

point of light on an astronaut’s screen! Thanks to two brilliant Irish artists,  Anne Cleary and Denis Connolly, to the Irish 

government, to the energies of the Gaelscoil children and staff.

The pupils and the Irish language have hitched a life-long ride on a merry-go-round of cosmic light as the sun, moon and stars 

wheel through the Gaelscoil’s stained windows drenching our bodies and walls with the cosmic light of our leaping childhood. 

The wheels of Ó Conaire’s cart wheels join those of our youth, his little black donkey grazes on sunbeams, here where 

knowledge expands and contracts to a blip in childhood eyes.

Derry O’Sullivan 2014

Introduction



Blip
Uaidh seo domhan dubh thú,

Na tíortha, na haigéin ar fuaid fad a chéile

Iairiglifí gan chloch Rosetta phóca againn chucu

Pirimidí, ilstóraigh, ard eaglaisí – cá bhfuilid?

Burla iad ar asal beag dubh

Ag iníor feadh bóithrín conaire matamaiticiúla!

Uaireanta crochtar eadrainn cuirtín meitéar;

Ansin bíonn eagla orainn go scriosfaí ár saitilít

Faoin gcith phíosaí cosmais ar saorthitim trín spás!

Anuraidh, ar chúrsa timpeall Véinis lorgaíomar thu

Le fada in aisce go bhfaca thú ar preabadh trasna scáileáin:

Blip!

© 1986, Derry O’Sullivan

From: Cá bhfuil do Iúdas?

Publisher: Coiscéim, Dublin, 1987



Blip
From up here you are a black world,

Countries, oceans all higgledy-piggledy,

Hieroglyphics for which we lack a pocket Rosetta Stone.

Pyramids, skyscrapers, cathedrals – where are they?

They are a bundle on a tiny black donkey

Grazing a boreen on a mathematical path!

 

At times a curtain of meteors is hung between us;

Then, we are terrified our satellite will be smashed

Under a shower of cosmic boulders free-falling through space!

 

Last year, as we circled Venus we sought you in vain

Until I spotted you crossing our screen:

A blip!

© Translation: 2013, Derry O’Sullivan

First published on Poetry International, 2013





The Competition



















Denis Connolly and Derry O’Sullivan during a workshop with children from Gaelscoil Bheanntraí in February 2014.



The workshops



Derry O’Sullivan during a workshop with children from Gaelscoil Bheanntraí in February 2014.



We looked at mankind’s age old desire for flight... from Icarus to the space race... We looked at Renaissance paintings, ceilings full of spinning angels, 
and astronauts free floating in space. 



We asked each child to illustrate Derry’s poem.  

Junior infants



Senior infants



First and Second Class



Third and Fourth Class



5th Class



6th Class





The trampoline workshops



Tine!

A deich, a naoi, a hocht, a seacht,  a sé, a cúig, a ceathair, a trí , a dó, a haon...



Tine!

Denis Connolly during a workshop with children from Gaelscoil Bheanntraí in February 2014.















Anne Cleary, Denis Connolly and Derry O’Sullivan during a trampoline workshop with children from Gaelscoil Bheanntraí in February 2014.



Anne Cleary, Denis Connolly and Derry O’Sullivan during a trampoline workshop with children from Gaelscoil Bheanntraí in February 2014.



Installation of the artwork at Gaelscoil Bheanntraí in April 2014.



The Artworks
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Cleary & Connolly

AIB award winning artists Anne Cleary and Denis Connolly live and work in Paris. They are 

exhibited worldwide, and are the only Irish artists to have had a solo exhibition in the Pompidou 

Centre in Paris. 

They are Ireland’s foremost new-media artists, easily incorporating  innovative new technologies 

into their work,  to produce art that is both engaging and significant.  Much of Cleary & Connolly’s 

work is collaborative, and they work frequently with young people and in schools.  

Exhibitions include: Irish Cultural Centre, Paris (2013); Farmleigh Gallery, Dublin (2012); The 

Barbican, London (2010); The Pompidou Centre, Paris (2009); Sesc Pompéia, Sao Paulo (2009); 

Yokohama Triennial, Japan (2005). 

They have 2 daughters: Lotti and Salammbo.

Derry O’Sullivan

Derry O’Sullivan was born in Bantry. He is the eldest of 11 children. He attended St. Finbarr’s, 

Rochestown College and has a B.A. In Latin and philosophy from UCC.

He took 4 years  of Theology and Canon Law followed by an M.A. On Irish Toponymy in Yeats.  As a 

teacher he was Director of the Anglo-American section at E.I.E.P.  He taught American and British 

Constitutions at the Sorbonne, taught literary analysis at the Institut Catholique de Paris and was 

Head of English at the Electronics Institute in Paris.

He has Four Oireachtas Poetry awards, including the Seán Ó Riordáin Prize and the Times Stephen 

Spender Prize with Kaarina Hollo.

He has been married for 31 years to Jean O’Sullivan. He has three children: Dekin, Isolde and 

Derval.


